
DISCOVER INTENZA
Founded in 2012, Intenza pioneers change in the fitness 
industry by designing and building its user—centric, 
award—winning line of commercial cardio products in a 
socially responsible manner to minimise carbon footprint.  
All Intenza products are built in an environmentally sustainable, energy 
efficient manufacturing plant leveraging solar energy.

Providing world—class service, 24 hours over time zones, facility 
operators will enjoy the value of innovation, impeccable engineering 
and ergonomic design associated with Intenza products, and fitness 
enthusiasts, a versatile, premium and engaging training experience with 
must—have technology.

With 5 subsidiaries across continents including the USA, Europe and 
Asia, Intenza’s commercial cardio products are sold in 69 countries 
world—wide.  Our success results from exploring new methods and 
ideas beyond conventional boundaries.  Driven by innovation and 
inspired by technology, our vision is a world where people live better, 
longer and healthier lives.
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Complete your training with Intenza’s Entertainment Series and enjoy more 
than just a stimulating cardio workout.  Our e Series consoles deliver unique 
solutions through InCare™ self—diagnostic software that automatically alerts 
our InCare™ Support Team when attention is needed and entertainment 
through Intenzacast™ which broadcasts digital content from iOS or Android 
devices.  

With Wi—Fi® and Bluetooth® connectivity, Intenza’s 19” e Series touchscreen 
console delivers a highly—connected consistently captivating experience giving 
exercisers seamless access to entertainment, social media, training programs 
and more.

ENTERTAINMENT SERIES

Escalate.  The Ultimate User Experience.  Setting a new standard, the Escalate 550 
Series redefines the stairclimber product category through its Smart Step—Height™ 
value proposition by offering the broadest range of users from fitness enthusiasts, who 
recognise the value in being able to regulate step height intensity to active agers, to
beginners or those engaging in post—surgery progressive exercise, a spectrum of 
20 different step heights 4” through 7.7”.  Variations in incline, speed and exercise 
settings allow for a training and exercise experience that is more versatile than any 
other stairclimber has been able to offer.

ESCALATE STAIRCLIMBER
Designed for comfort and the broadest range of users from 148—202cm, the magnetic 
resistance of Intenza's 550GC Series delivers the authenticity and excitement of outdoor 
biking to the indoors. Blending Intenza's heritage of high—quality design with smart 
solutions, users from active exercisers to hardcore athletes will experience the high 
level of performance and impeccable engineering associated with Intenza Fitness 
products.

550GC SERIES

TREADMILL
Designed with great attention to form and function, the award—winning Intenza 550 
Series Treadmill blends the long lasting beauty of aluminum elements with must—have 
technology, to create the most superior running experience.
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ELLIPTICAL TRAINER
Easy to operate and natural to use, the Intenza 550 Series Elliptical Trainer mimics 
the body’s natural movements, making it a great option for engaging multiple muscle 
groups as well as providing an effective cardio workout that benefits the core, balance 
and coordination.   And because an elliptical combines the movements of running, 
and stairclimbing, without the bodily impact; this makes the ultra—smooth 550 Series 
a great solution for exercisers who desire a gentler workout without over exerting the 
joints. 

RECUMBENT BIKE
Precision engineered to offer the utmost in high—end design and function for premier 
gyms and fitness facilities, the Intenza 550RBe offers cycling enthusiasts performance 
coupled with ergonomically correct comfort and support. With all the classic signature 
Intenza design elements, the 550 Series Recumbent Bike features a step—through 
designed with a low—profile seat to eliminate the need for exercisers to lift their legs 
when lowering into the seat, making it easy to get on and off.

UPRIGHT BIKE
Upright exercise bikes allow for a variety of movement, such as riding while standing or 
in a racing position, so multiple muscle groups can be exercised as a biker changes 
position. Plus, users with conditions such as spinal stenosis or osteoarthritis may find 
the forward—leaning position on the upright bike to be most comfortable compared to 
that of a recumbent bike. Upright Bike is designed for ease of getting on and off the bike, 
includes precise seat adjustments, and adjusts to 40 resistance levels— the most in the 
industry.
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™

Maximum results.  Minimal effort.  
Unlocking your potential has never been easier. The Interactive Series products 
feature Intenza's unique Uni—Dial™ switch control, a twist and push button
—free solution.  When service is required, i Series self–diagnostic software 
will automatically send an alert to our InCare™ server.  Using a USB, service 
reports can be downloaded from the machine and emailed directly to our 
InCare™ Support Team who will provide a solution within 24 hours.

INTERACTIVE SERIES

Proactive Solutions.  Service.  InCare™ Customer Support
24 hours over time zones we bring innovation and value to our partners 
through InCare™ our customer support solution.  Available both on i Series 
and e Series Intenza cardio lines, InCare™ provides issue resolution through 
our self—diagnostic software.
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